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1. Introduction
The Marching Cubes algorithm [6] for extract-
ing a triangulation of an isosurface of a function
defined over a three-dimensional space is famous
throughout graphics. However, the triangles cre-
ated by Marching Cubes are often quite skinny.
These thin triangles can create artifacts in com-
puter rendering, and make the surface triangu-
lation unsuitable for volume rendering. To avoid
these artifacts in rendering, thin triangles need to
be eliminated from the triangulation created by
the Marching Cubes algorithm.
The most basic form of Marching Cubes places a
grid over the region containing the function whose
isosurface we wish to extract. The function is eval-
uated at the vertices of this grid (I will call these
the “corners” of the cubes to avoid confusion with
the vertices of the resulting triangulation), and
each corner is labelled as being positive or nega-
tive. Based on the pattern of labels, each cube is
triangulated via a lookup table (for speed). The
result is a triangulation that has vertices on the
edges of the cubes where the isosurface intersects
the edge. [8]
2. Warping and Collapsing
My algorithm modifies Marching Cubes by
adding a “warping” phase to the original algo-
rithm. This phase might better be called the
“collapsing” phase, as will become clear shortly
(though it could be described as “warping” the
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triangulation). The warping here should not be
confused with Oct-tree Warping, which is visually
similar but actually very different [7]. This process
of warping or collapsing is based on the observa-
tion that skinny triangles take one of two forms.
The first kind of skinny triangle is very tall, with a
tiny base. This kind has one sharp angle at the top.
The other kind of skinny triangle has an extremely
short altitude and a very long base. (Fig. 1) My
approach attacks each of these problems directly.
Fig. 1. Two kinds of skinny triangles.
2.1. Short edges
A short edge occurs when the isosurface inter-
sects a cube very close to the cube’s corner. Each
endpoint of the short edge lies on one of the cube’s
edges close to that corner. A naive first thought is
to pull the corner away from the short edge, creat-
ing a distorted cube that lengthens the short edge.
However, even in 2D, it is easy to see how this
might cause additional problems in adjacent cubes.
(Fig. 2)
Fig. 2. In 2D, pulling the corners can create more short
edges in neighboring cubes.
Instead, I choose to move the corner onto the
short edge. This removes the short edge altogether
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by replacing its two endpoints, each a vertex in
the triangulation, with a single vertex. This warps
the cubes in a more unilaterally beneficial way: I
eliminate a short edge but do not shorten any other
edges. In fact, more often than not, the remaining
edges are actually lengthened. One can easily see
how this technique might also be seen as collapsing
the short edge into a single vertex. (Fig. 3 and 4)
Fig. 3. Warping onto the short edge in 2D. This can also
be seen as collapsing the short edge into a vertex.
Fig. 4. Collapsing the short edge in 3D. The two long edges
merge together into one edge. The top endpoint stays the
same, and the bottom endpoint is the new collapsed vertex.
A quick mental experiment shows that the best
place to which to move the corner is the midpoint
of the short edge. Ideally, the warped triangulation
stays as close to the known isosurface as possible.
The midpoint of the short edge avoids ever getting
too far away from the known isosurface, since it
minimizes how far each endpoint has to move to
achieve a collapsed edge. (Fig. 5)
Fig. 5. Collapsing to the short edge’s midpoint minimizes
the distance from the known points of the isosurface.
One obvious question is what to do if there are
two or more short edges at the same corner. If there
are two short edges at the same corner, but not a
third, then the two short edges must be in neigh-
boring cubes. I choose to collapse the two edges
into their shared vertex. This is better than col-
lapsing first one and then the other short edge both
because it keeps the resulting vertex on the known
isosurface, and because it minimizes how far each
of the neighboring non-short edges has to move.
(Fig. 6)
Fig. 6. Collapsing two adjacent short edges into their com-
mon vertex.
If there are three short edges at the same corner,
then we have a small triangle that is likely to be
well-shaped (by Delaunay standards). In this case,
all three edges are collapsed into a single vertex.
This looks like shrinking the small triangle into
a vertex. Since the triangle is so small, any point
within the triangle is a reasonable candidate for the
final vertex, so I am currently using the incenter
simply because it is guaranteed to be inside the
triangle. (Fig. 7)
Fig. 7. Collapsing a small triangle into its incenter.
This concept is extended as edges are added.
There can be a total of twelve short edges at one
corner, which implies a “bubble” in the triangula-
tion. If this bubble is completely disconnected from
the rest of the triangulation, then all of its trian-
gles will be nicely shaped, so there will not be any
rendering artifacts. If the bubble is internal, then
for the purposes of rendering, we can ignore the
bubble completely. If the bubble has other edges
extending from its vertices, one can collapse all of
its edges collectively into the incenter of the octa-
hedron defined by the twelve edges. This leaves a
vertex with any outside edges now coming into it.
For any given number of short edges at one cor-
ner, I always choose to collapse the centermost
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piece at that corner first. Four edges forces the fifth,
which is two adjacent triangles sharing a common
edge. I collapse the common edge first, leaving two
short edges meeting at the new collapes vertex. I
then treat it as a two-edge adjacent pair. A sixth
edge forces eight edges, and the centermost piece
is a vertex at the “peak” of the resulting pyramid.
Since the centermost piece is already a vertex, I col-
lapse all of the edges directly into the peak vertex.
A ninth edge forces a total of twelve edges which
has already been mentioned above.
2.2. Short altitudes
The other kind of thin triangle is in some
ways much more insidious. The wide-base, short-
altitude triangle does not necessarily have an
obvious short edge to collapse, and the collapsing
procedure has more potentially dangerous conse-
quences. In isolation, it seems rather innocuous.
The triangle can simply be collapsed along its
short altitude, resulting in an edge. (Fig. 8) This
altitude is the shortest distance that this triangle
can be flattened, thus again minimizing how far
the collapsed triangulation strays from the known
isosurface.
Fig. 8. The triangle is flattened onto its longest edge.
Within a triangulation, however, this collapse
creates an extra vertex and requires the addition of
a new edge to the triangulation. (Fig. 9) Whereas
the short-edge collapse avoids ever shortening a
remaining edge, the short-altitude collapse cuts a
longer edge in two. This new edge has the potential
to create a new thin triangle where there was not
one before.
Fig. 9. The collapsed altitude results in a new vertex along
the long edge and a new edge on the opposite side.
It is worth noting that there is only one way
to get a short-altitude triangle from the original
Marching Cubes. In particular, every triangle gen-
erated by Marching Cubes is contained within a
cube, so the possible triangle configurations come
from the Marching Cubes list. To get a short-
altitude triangle, the two shorter edges must lie
“across an edge of the cube”, meaning that each
edge lies in a face of the cube, and the two faces
have an edge in common. (See Fig. 10) The vertex
of the triangle that is an endpoint of the short
altitude lies on the edge that is shared by the two
faces of the cube. The two shorter edges of the
triangle each extend to an adjacent edge of the
cube respectively, and the distance along each of
the cube edges where the triangle’s edge ends is
very small.
Fig. 10. A short-altitude triangle and the five edges where
the opposite vertx may lie.
This means that the triangle on the other side of
the short-altitude triangle’s long edge can only take
on a specific range of shapes. The opposite vertex
can be in one of two relative locations. Consider the
two faces across which the two shorter edges of the
triangle lie. All seven of the edges bounding those
two faces are not possible locations for the oppo-
site vertex. This leaves five edges on which the op-
posite vertex may lie. Of these five, four give very
similar triangle possibilities, and then there is the
fifth. The fifth edge is the edge that shares both
endpoints with other edges in this collection. All
five of these possible edges yield the same worst-
case triangle. This triangle can yield one short-
altitude triangle, but that triangle can then be re-
solved by collapsing that triangle’s shortest edge
in the manner described in the previous section.
This works because the only way to get another
bad short-altitude triangle is to have a very short
edge resulting from the first altitude-collapse. Fur-
ther, the collapse of short edges can not generate
a short-altitude triangle, so this ends the process.
There is one situation from the Marching Cubes
33 set of possible triangulations that allows for the
short-altitude triangle to lie completely within one
face of the cube [3]. In the cases where this occurs,
there is always a fourth vertex on the remaining
edge of that cube face, and this fourth vertex com-
pletes the triangle on the other side of the short-
altitude triangle’s longest edge. This opposite-side
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triangle is, at worst, better than the worst-case tri-
angle from the regular Marching Cubes triangula-
tion. This triangle can thus be handled the same
way as described above.
2.3. Short edges before short altitudes
It is important to collapse the short edges first,
before collapsing the altitudes. Once the altitudes
have been collapsed, another (much smaller) pass
of short-edge-collapsing removes any new short
edges left behind by the altitude collapses. The
reason for this order is to avoid creating an un-
necessary new short edge when the short altitude
is collapsed onto the longest edge. The longest
edge is broken into two, and a short edge in the
starting triangle will cause the long edge to be
broken into one very short edge and one reason-
ably long edge. This new short edge is unwanted.
If the short edges are not collapsed first, this kind
of short-edge creation has the potential to turn
into a series of such short edges appearing. By
collapsing the short edges first, the probability of
these series arising during the altitude collapse is
greatly reduced, and the few newly created short
edges can be handled quickly afterwards.
3. Results and Conclusions
Without loss of generality, I treat the grid size
as 1, and define ε to be the minimum acceptable
edge length as a fraction of the grid size. I define
η to be the minimum acceptable altitude, also as
a fraction of the grid size. On the first pass, edges
that are shorter than ε are collapsed. Once the
short edges have been addressed, I find all triangles
with altitude smaller than η and collapse those.
Another quick pass through gets rid of any newly
created short edges. Let B be the circumradius-to-
shortest-edge ratio for a triangle. Then if I choose
ε = 0.4 and η = 0.35, then B ≤ 1.5.
The fourteen cube configurations defined by the
Marching Cubes algorithm can be reduced to six
based on combinations, and each of these has a
worst-case triangle. For about half of these cases,
it is sufficient to have η = 0.25, but there are a
few cases that have particularly unwieldy potential
triangles, and these require that η = 0.35. Since
the shortest edge length is set by ε, the resulting
bound on B directly implies a nice upper bound
on the circumradius of the triangles.
Quality bounds on triangulations in isosurface
extraction are still relatively rare. While a great
deal of quality analysis has been done on mesh-
generation and triangulation algorithms for known
surfaces and point-sets, there has been remarkably
little analysis on the quality of the triangulations
generated by isosurface-extraction algorithms,
where the surface is not known a priori . Attali and
Lachaud give an algorithm that locally constructs
an isosurface that is Delaunay conforming [2] [1],
thus giving some sense of triangulation quality,
but even Delaunay triangulations often still con-
tain the skinny triangles that can cause havoc in
rendering contexts. I have presented an isosurface
extraction algorithm that respects a guarantee of
quality in terms of circumradius-to-shortest-edge
ratio, an increasingly popular measure of mesh
and triangulation quality.
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